Abstract
Introduction

18
Parkinson's disease is a widespread condition caused by degeneration of dopaminergic neurons found to play important roles in these processes, while many are yet to be investigated. 34 
35
A protein expression data set was generated for developing rat midbrain tissue; the tissue that 36 later develops into the dopamine neurons in the substantia nigra whose degeneration causes 
Methods
46
The protein expression dataset previously described in (4) was created using the proteomics for proteins with total ion score confidence intervals of above 95%, the dataset used for this 59 analysis consisted of expression level data for 3325 NCBI database matched proteins.
61
The expression change ratio between embryonic days was calculated for all proteins to allow 62 the comparison of relative protein levels for neighbouring days. Data was then fit to patterns of 63 interest in order to exclude proteins with no significant changes over days E11 through E14. The distribution of proteins over the patterns of interest is shown in Figure 3 . The majority of 94 proteins featuring a significant change in expression level over the four-day period showed a 95 large decrease in expression from E11 to E12 and were therefore were categorised as pattern 96 A. Proteins in this category are likely involved in neurogenesis which is thought to peak at 97 around E11 (8). The proteins were then categorised according to tissue type and were found to The expression levels of A2M, CMP-NeuNAc synthase, P2RX4 and RTN1 all matched pattern A, 141 showing a peak of expression levels on E11 followed by a sharp decrease for E12. GSK-3β 
